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Perfins as Postal History 
Rudy Roy (#1124) 

 
Stamps and postal paper that have had perfins 
applied in them include nearly every type of issue 
ever produced. From definitive, commemorative, air 
mail, and special delivery stamps, plus postal 
stationery and postal cards, to the more obscure 
back-of-the-book semi-postal, postal tax, and parcel 
post stamps (to name a few), all have all been found 
with perfins. If the postal paper had a potential 
commercial or official use, then companies and 
governments that used perfins commonly applied 
this security measure. 
 
The cover illustrated here is an example of one of 
the more obscure Back-of-the-Book (BOB) items 
with a perfin. The Scott catalog describes the stamp 
as Italy EY1, an Authorized Delivery Stamp. 
According to the catalog, the stamp was “For 
payment of a special tax for the authorized delivery 
of correspondence, privately instead of through the 
post office.” 
 
The cover has the B.C.I perfin (pattern BCI36) of 
the Banca Commerciale Italiana branch in Bari, a  

major seaport on the Adriatic. The stamp was 
canceled by the bank’s rubber stamp in Oct 1929 
(day is not legible). The cover was addressed to an 
individual in Bari. As a letter through the post office 
would have cost about half as much, the item being 
sent must have been quite important to warrant 
paying both a private delivery service and the 
government to have it delivered. 
 

 
 

 
 

Cross-Border Perfins Go Both Ways 
Jack Brandt (LM-14) 

 
Many perfin types are found in the stamps of more 
than one country. I don’t mean the the same parent 
company having machines in two or more countries, 
but rather that a machine in one country being used 
to perforate stamps from tow or more countries. This 
was often done to frank a self-addressed stamped 
envelope sent to another country, hopefully 
prompting a reply. Also, in some cases they were 
used in revenue stamps where some tax had to be 
paid in a foreign country. Just check the Canadian 
catalog to see how many of these users have a U. S. 
address. 
 
One  company, 
however, had the 
cross-border 
perfinned 
postage work 

 both directions. The Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company had both a US machine (US pattern 
M164) located in New York, and a Canadian one 

 (Canadian 
pattern M16; L 
has serif) located 
in Ottawa. (Note 
that    the    US  

pattern is listed as #M15 in the Canadian catalog.) 
Both patterns are known on Canadian postal and 
revenue stamps. The Canadian pattern is currently 
not listed as existing on US stamps, but this has been 
reported to the new US catalog editor. 
 
Are there other both-way patterns? Any help 
identifying them is welcome. 
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